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PLEASE NOTE: these HELP files are a work in progress – please revisit. 

What is DOMS? 
Create, Store, Share 

The Digital Object Management System (DOMS) (http://doms.csu.edu.au ) is a 
digital repository that brings in all your CSU resources to one place. It provides a 
way for users to discover, manage, reuse and share digital content in a sustainable 
way. It is flexible and scalable. It enables us to properly document and provision 
our resources online in a highly organised and accessible way. 

CSU DOMS stores and manages all types of digital content in collections. The digital 
content can then be shared, viewed, searched and used by CSU staff to compile 
online educational activities. DOMS provides a structured storage repository and 
automation of processes that manage and support the creation, preservation, 
version control, IP management, metadata management, quality assurance, 
discovery and reuse of digital objects.CSU DOMS is: 

• Shareable 

- One resource can be shown in many places.  
- Links to DOMS resources can be provided easily within a subject site to 

people with appropriate access.  

• Searchable  

- All relevant information entered with an item is searchable from within the 
DOMS. 

• Sustainable 

- All links used in the system are persistent (if certain guidelines are followed) 
so that if you link to a resource in one session you can reuse these links and 
the resources will be still available. 

The content is therefore managed in a collaborative fashion which ensures a 
productive use of shared resources whilst keeping the material in one central 
place. The material can then be used across the university (within the i2 subject 
site or other CSU webpage) with the latest updates and versions available. 

You can contribute and access items via CSU DOMS or via Interact 2. 

http://doms.csu.edu.au/
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Logging onto DOMS: 
Go to the CSU DOMS login page at: http://doms.csu.edu.au 

 

 

Enter your CSU login name and current CSU password and select Log in. 

http://doms.csu.edu.au/
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CSU DOMS Collections: 
CSU DOMS has multiple collections. Each collection is only viewed by those who 
have been given access to the given collection i.e. it is your CSU login that will 
determine which collection you have access to. There are a variety of collections 
already established at CSU. These include faculty wide based collections, division 
wide collections, a collection to support sessional academics, a collection of 
copyright images & PowerPoint’s and many more.  

The collections you are able to view, are the collections you have access to. 
Everyone is different! 

Current list of our main collections 1 
Collection Description Contact 

Person 

Learning & 
Teaching Shared 
Resources 

Shared resources developed by and for CSU teaching and support staff. It 
can be used in any teaching situation across the university. Academic and 
teaching support staff may contribute resources and/or link to resources 
in this collection. This collection may not contain copyright material. 

Lesley 
Reid 

Indigenous 
Education 
Strategy 

Developed to assist staff to incorporate Indigenous content using quality 
resources from an online collection. Resources are freely available on the 
web, link to items held by Charles Sturt University, or are created by DSL. 

Barb Hill 

Supporting 
Sessional 
Academic Staff 

Contains resources to provide timely and relevant information to those 
academic coordinators and administrative staff that provide support to 
sessional academic staff members. 

Linda 
Ward 

Copyright 
(Images & 
Presentations) 

Staff can contribute non-CSU images such as photographs, diagrams, 
charts, graphs, tables, maps and presentations(that contain non-CSU 
material) to this collection and can use links to display them in multiple 
Interact sites. This collection has been developed to manage copyright 
licence terms and conditions. 

Kerry 
Peterson 

DSL Production This collection contains PDF files other subject related learning resources 
produced each session by DSL. 

Kerrilyn 
Toal 

Digital Media Stores video files, audio files and photographs which have been produced 
by Media Services. All university staff have access to search and link to 
items 

 

Various Faculty 
or School 
Collections 

Collections of learning and teaching resources for a particular Faculty or 
School. 

Various 

                                                           
1 Not all collections are listed here. 
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To View the Collections You Have Access To 
The left hand menu displays the initial four collections in your collection list. To see 
all the collections you have access to, you can look through the collections within 
the “Browse” on the Dashboard OR click on “More” in the left hand menu to view 
the “browse” page exclusively in your main window.  

 
 

If you want to view the items for a collection, click on the collection name. As you 
browse for items, a breadcrumb is created at the middle of the screen just below 
the title bar. Here, you can link back to previous level in the hierarchy or view your 
current location. 

Left hand menu of 
the top 4 collections 
in your list 

Dashboard 
“Browse” for 
viewing all 
current 
collections 

Collection name 
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Each collection is centrally established (with the DSL System’s team) but has a 
collection coordinator and administrator who are responsible for the collection’s 
overall management – based on the individual collections needs.  

The DSL Systems team has overall accountability for the CSU DOMS. If you require 
any further information about DOMS or you would like to establish a new 
collection, please email the team at DOMS@csu.edu.au. If you have any technical 
issues, including missing subject codes please raise a help desk request at the IT 
Service Desk. 

Breadcrumb 

mailto:DOMS@csu.edu.au
http://www.csu.edu.au/division/dit/services/service-desk/
http://www.csu.edu.au/division/dit/services/service-desk/
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What can you store in CSU DOMS? 
A Faculty or School collection stores any copyright free (or CSU Copyright) reusable 
digital resources they may want to share within their Faculty or School and with 
students. A collection can store any non-copyrighted reusable digital resources 
such as documents, video guides, audio recordings, PowerPoint presentations and 
any other relevant reusable resources.  

Such resources could include: 

- Final versions of reusable materials (that are not subject to copyright.  
NOTE: There is a DOMS collection for copyright materials); 

- Teaching material which is able to be reused within subjects and by other 
subjects; 

- Marking feedback sheets; 

- Podcasts and videos; 

- Other reusable content. 

Current content within CSU DOMS collections include images, audio, video, 
packaged content, web links, text, PDFs and Microsoft Office documents and 
more….. 

What you can’t store in CSU DOMS? 
Resources you cannot store in CSU DOMS include: 

- Raw video/audio. All video or audio must be optimised for viewing on the 
web or at least be in a format that is best suited to viewing online. Video 
should be mp4 format and audio should be in mp3 format. Click here to view 
a video on easy optimisation of raw video/audio.  

- Copyright content (these can only be stored in the copyright collection). 

- Working copies of documents, unless those working copies are contributed 
as part of a workflow with the resource not going live until it is a final copy. 
Blank forms for reuse are acceptable.  

http://doms.csu.edu.au/csu/access/search.do?pg.e=true&pg_pp=10&pg_pg=1&qs.tq=%22optimising+video%22&qs.q=%22optimising+video%22&b.e=true&sort_s=RANK&she_canDisplay=checked
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Navigating through CSU DOMS: 
How is DOMS structured? 

Dashboard 

Navigation menu 

The menu bar is located at the top right of the screen. It displays your User Name, 
Profile to edit basic details and Log out to close the DOMS and return to the log in 
screen.  

 
Also to the top right, under the title bar, there is a Help and Screen Options. Here 
Help is currently the generic help provided with the software from the provider. It 
is not a link to the specific comprehensive help that has been developed for CSU 
DOMS. The link for Screen Options will be explored below within Dashboard. 

NOTE: As you navigate through CSU DOMS, the title bar name will change to reflect 
your current location. 

Home page or Dashboard 

With your initial login to CSU DOMS, you will view your Dashboard. You can access 
the Dashboard at any time by clicking on “Home” at the top of the left hand 
navigation menu list. 

Menu bar 

Title bar name 
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The Dashboard has been set up with most commonly used options on your initial 
login. Quick Search and Browse are mandatory options that cannot be edited or 
removed.  You can minimise these options by clicking the down arrow to the left of 
the options name. 

 
The Dashboard is however customisable to the users preference. If you click on the 
“Screen Options” at the top right of the screen, you will view all options (or 
portlets) available. Here, you can select any other options needed on your 
Dashboard. 

 
Click on the option name – in the blue font – to add the option to your dashboard. 

 

Screen Options 
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When adding the option or portlet, you can rename it if desired. 

 
Then select “Save” to add it to your Dashboard or “Cancel” to return to your 
Dashboard without adding the option. 

You can drag and drop the options into any location on the Dashboard.  
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You can ‘hide’ and ‘show’ the options on your Dashboard by clicking on the arrow 
to the left of the option name. Or you can click  

 
If you mouse over an option you can modify (i.e. the option you have added), you 
can ‘edit’ (rename) or ‘delete’ the option from your dashboard. 
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Navigation menu 

The navigation left hand menu has the core options available in CSU DOMS.  

These menu items will be expanded on within this help guide. Here you will find a 
brief overview of each item. 

Top navigation menu: 

 
 

“Home”  
- displays the Dashboard; 
“Favourites”  
- displays items and/or searches you have added to your “favourites”; 
“My resources”  
- the resources you have added to CSU DOMS; 
“Search”  
- displays advance search options; 
“Contribute”  
- displays a list of collections you can contribute an item to. 
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Middle navigation menu: 

 
 

This menu displays up to four collections you have access to. You can click on 
any collection listed here to view the items under this collection.  

If you would like to view the full list of collections you have access to, click 
“More” to browse all collections. 

Bottom navigation menu: 

 
The Administer pane is located at the bottom left-hand side of the screen. The 
options in this menu will vary from user to user, depending on what 
administration items you have access to.  
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My Tasks 

If you have access to a collection with workflow, you will see My tasks in the 
bottom left-hand menu.  

 
This menu item will display a “0” if no action is required.  

 

A number greater than 0 will be displayed if you have tasks pending and this 
number will reflect the amount of items you are required to action.  

Click on My tasks to view a list of the items that require your attention. 

 
Click on Moderation progress to view where the item is in the moderation process. 

 

This image is only an 
example. Your progress 
will be specific for the 
moderation queue you 
have access to. 
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Select Moderate to enter the moderation workflow for the item. 

 

 
Click on the TASK LIST to return to the moderation listing. 

  
If the item has come to you in error, select cancel assignment. Here you can reject 
the item back to get re-assigned to an appropriate person. 
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To reject: Click on Reject, enter a message, then the workflow step to return to (if 
applicable) and then Submit. 

 

 
To approve: Click on Approve, enter a message (if required) and Submit to move 
the item to the next step in the workflow. 
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Searching for items in CSU DOMS: 
All searches within CSU DOMS will return items that have your search criteria in 
the item title and/or in the items contents and/or in the attached files. It is 
important to refine your search criteria to minimise the search results. When 
searching, please also check the spelling of your search terms.  

Also, when creating a new item within a collection, please consider your keyword 
selection carefully – the keywords you select will impact on how you can search for 
the resource.  

There are several ways to search in CSU DOMS 

Browse 

Quick Search 

Search 

My Resources 

Keyword 

Browse 

On the Dashboard, there is a Browse option. Here you can view and browse those 
collections you have access to.  

 
Click on the collections name to view that given collection items.  

The collection name is in 
grey text at the top  
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Some collections have folders at the beginning of the collection which are relevant 
and unique to that given collection. You can choose a folder to further refine your 
search to a topic you are interested in. 

Quick Search 

There is a Quick Search option available on your Dashboard.  

 
From here you can search all the collections you have access to for a particular 
word or phrase. This will return items that have your search criteria in the item 
title and/or in the items contents and/or in the attached files. 

Search 

There is a Search option in the left hand menu.  

 

Folders  
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From here you can enter your search criteria and then select a particular collection 
and/or add “Sort” and “Filter” options to your search. 

  

You can also filter by a User. Select the “Select user” and the following window will 
pop-up. Enter in the search criteria for the user and select “Search”. Select the 
radio button of the user you want to filter by and “Select this user” button in the 
bottom right. 

 

If desired, select a 
collection to search 
from the drop down 
arrow. 
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My resources 

To view/search the items you have contributed to CSU DOMS, click on “My 
resources” in the left hand menu.  

 
All items you have contributed are listed according to the status – e.g. Published, 
Drafts, Scrapbook, Moderation queue, Archive, All resources, Purchased. Select the 
item status to view all items within that status. i.e. to see all the resources you 
have contributed, regardless of status, select “All resources” 

 
You can then “Sort” and “Filter” your items with the right hand menus. 
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Keyword 

When in an item summary, if the item has a Keyword listed that you would like to 
search DOMS for other items with that keyword, click on the keyword link.  

 

 
 

The above keyword 
returned this search 
result 
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Wildcard Search 

To perform a single character wildcard search use the "?" symbol.  

To perform a multiple character wildcard search use the "*" symbol.  

The single character wildcard search looks for terms that match with the single 
character replaced. 
For example, to search for "text" or "test" you can use the search:  

te?t  

Multiple character wildcard searches looks for 0 or more characters. For example, 
to search for test, tests or tester, you can use the search:  

test*  

You can also use the wildcard searches in the middle of a term.  

te*t  

Note: You cannot use a * or ? symbol as the first character of a search. 

Boolean operators 

Boolean operators allow terms to be combined through logic operators.  

Supported are AND, "+", OR, NOT and "-" as Boolean operators. Parentheses can 
also be used to group conditions together. 

Examples: 

mountain AND tree 

Matches documents that contain both "mountain" and "tree" 

painting OR photo 

Matches documents that either contain "painting" or "photo" 

"mount everest" NOT "mount wellington" 

Matches documents that contain "mount everest" and don’t contain "mount 
wellington" 

"mount everest" +"mount wellington" 

Matching documents MUST contain "mount wellington" 
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+"mount everest" +"mount wellington" 

Matching documents MUST contain both "mount everest" and "mount 
wellington" 

"mount everest" - "mount wellington" 

Matches documents that contain "mount everest" and don’t contain "mount 
wellington" 

mount AND (everest OR wellington) 

Matches documents that contain "mount" and either "everest" or 
"wellington" 

Fuzzy Search 

To do a fuzzy search use the tilde, "~", symbol at the end of a single word term. 
For example, to search for a term similar in spelling to "roam" use the fuzzy search:  

roam~  

This search will find terms like foam and roams.  

Proximity Search 

Proximity searches allow you to find words that are "close" to each other. 
To do a proximity search use the tilde, "~", symbol at the end of a phrase. 
For example to search for a "cat" and "dog" within 10 words of each other in a 
document use the search:  

"cat dog"~10  
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Search Results 

No matter which way you discover items within CSU DOMS, the item listing has the 
following features: 

The item name; 

The item description (if available); 

The collection the item is in (if available); 

The status of the item; 

Star ratings; 

Comments; 

Add to favourites;  

 
If there are multiple pages for results, you will see the pages listed at the bottom 
of the page. Click “next” to go to the next page of search results. 

 

Click on the items name to 
view the item summary. 
Click on the down arrow to the 
right of the item name to view 
attached file/s. 
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Advanced Searches 

An advanced search options can be set up set up by the DSL Systems team for a 
specific collection.  

Advanced searches can be found under “Search”, then the “Within” dropdown. 

  
You will only see the “Advanced searches” option if you have access to a collection 
with an advanced search set up. 

This is an example of one advanced search currently set up within DOMS. 

 
The options you can select for a collections advanced search vary from collection to 
collection. If you would like further information about this search option or if you 
would like to set a power search up for your collection, please email the team at 
DOMS@csu.edu.au.

mailto:DOMS@csu.edu.au
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Favourites 

Add and Remove Favourites - Items 
For an item that you revisit often, you can select “Add to favourites” 

  
A pop-up window will open. Here you can select an (optional) tag and the version 
you want to link to. 

 

Select “Add” to add the item to your “Favourites”  

You can view your favourite resource in “Favourites”, “Resources”. 

 

Once an item is added to your Favourites, you can remove it from your Favourites 
by selecting “Remove from favourites” 
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Add and Remove Favourites - Searches 

For a search you perform regularly, once you have entered the search criteria and 
selected “Search”, you can select to “Add search to your favourites” 

  

A pop-up window will open. Here you can add a (mandatory) name. 

 

Select “Add” to add the item to your “Favourites”  

You can view your favourite resource in “Favourites”, “Searches”. 

  

Here, you can also “Remove” a search from your “Favourites” 
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Viewing an item summary 
An item summary contains the items name, item description (if available), the 
collection the item is in (if available), status of the item, Star ratings, Comments, 
Add to favourites.  

 
You do not need to go into the item details to view the given item file/s. To view an 
items attached file/s, click on the down-arrow next to the items name. Once 
clicked, this arrow is reversed (click on the up-arrow to go back ‘hide’ the files 
again) 

 
To open and view the file attached, click on the file name.  
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If the file opens within the same browser window, click the back button on the 
browser. 
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Viewing an item details 
If you click on the items name, you can view the items details.  

 
The right hand menu gives you the following details: 

Owner; 

Collection name; 

Version; 

Status. 

 
The Owner is the name of the person who contributed the item. 

The Collection reflects the collection the item is within. You can click on this 
collection name to browse other items from the collection. 

The Version will display the version number of the item. If the has had a number of 
versions, you can view these when you click the “show all” link. 

The Status displays the current status of the item. Status can include:  

Live or Published, Draft, Moderating or Archived. 
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Modifying an item 
To modify an item, you need to be the items Owner (the person who contributed 
the item) or the Collection Coordinator or Administer. If you need an item 
modified and you are not the owner, please contact the Collection Administrator 
with your request. 

If you are the owner, click on the items name to view the items details. 

 
The right hand “Actions” menu will list the actions you have available. This action 
list will vary depending from person to person depending on their access level and 
the given collections options, as each collection is unique. 

 
Select “Edit this version”. This will open the item in an edit form for your update.  
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Modifying the files attached to an item 

It depends on the Type of contribution as to how you edit the file/s attached. 

File(s) & Module items 

File upload(s) 

 
Module  

 
To Edit, Replace or Delete a file, click on the menu to the right of the files name.  

 “Edit” will pop up a window to edit the files details.  

 
“Replace” will pop up a window for you to ‘browse’ for the replacement file.  
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“Delete” will pop up a confirmation window of the file deletion. 

 
A URL item 

 
To Edit, Replace or Delete a file, click on the menu to the right of the files name. 
“Edit” will pop up a window to edit the files details – this includes the display name 
and the website address.  

  
“Replace” will pop up a window for you to type in your new address.  

  
“Delete” will pop up a confirmation window of the file deletion (as per above). 
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Contributing an item to CSU DOMS 
Every collection has a unique contribution screen with all the applicable mandatory 
and optional fields. To contribute to a particular collection, select “Contribute” 
from the left hand menu then click on the required collection from your collection 
list.  

 

 
If you do not see the contribute section, it means you currently do not have 
permission to contribute.  
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NOTE: When entering information into the contribution form, the left hand menu 
will be minimised (i.e. you will only see the menu icons). You can mouse over the 
icons to view the menu name. 

 
 
All mandatory fields are marked with a red asterisks*. An error message will 
display if a mandatory filed is missed. It is important to enter valid information into 
the fields, whether mandatory or not. This information will help with the storage, 
usability and the search-ability of the item you are contributing. Be conscious of 
what information you are putting in the free text fields. 

Uploading Files 
Important Information: For file naming conventions: do not use “+” in file name – 
the file will not open from DOMS. 

NOTE: The following screen shots and information may vary slightly from collection 
to collection. 

Uploading file/s (in Firefox & Chrome)  

Uploading Zip files  

Upload a CDROM 

Upload a module package(s) 

Upload one or more links 
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Uploading file/s (in Firefox & Chrome)  

Select the type of upload radio button “File(s)”. 

 
Select “Add a resource”, and a upload window will pop up. 

Drag and drop a file or multiple files2 into this window. 

 

 

                                                           
2 For CDRom specific instructions, see below 
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The progress bar will be green once upload is complete. Select “Add” in the 
bottom right-hand corner. 

 
The page will refresh and the file/s you have uploaded will be displayed. 

 
 

Progress bar/s 
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Uploading and downloading Zip files  

You need to utilise this method of upload when uploading multiple files via 
Internet Explorer OR a file type .exe file. You can however drag and drop a zip file 
into Firefox and Chrome is desired. 

Zip the files you wish to upload. You can do this by selecting all the files you wish 
to zip, right mouse clicking on the selected files, then selecting “Send to” then 
“Compressed (zipped) folder”. A zip folder will be created. 

 
Select the “File(s)” radio button 

 
then select “Add a resource” , and a upload window will pop up. Select “Browse” 
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Navigate to the location of your zip folder select the zip folder then “Open” 

 
The window will refresh. The file is uploaded when the progress bar is green. 
Select “Next” 

 
Select the options you want.  

Progress bar 
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If you want to be able to select the individual files to link to select “Unzip the 
contents….” then “Next” 

 
Select the options then “Save” 

 
*Select this checkbox so you can see the .zip in your item summary. This is good 
when you require to download this file from DOMS. If you are going to link to files 
within the .zip directly to DOMS, there is no need to show the .zip file in the item 
summary, therefore, deselect this checkbox. 

Change the file name displayed here 

*Please see note below 
on this checkbox 

You can add and remove 
files to the item summary 
individually, or collectively 
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Once saved, the files will display in the contribution form. If you want to modify 
your choices, you can go back to the previous screen by selecting “Edit” 

 
NOTE: File Type .exe needs to be uploaded within a zip folder.  
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If you try and upload a .exe file without a zip, you will receive the following error 
message. 

 
Uploading CDROM files  

When uploading CDROM files, you need to zip the contents to ensure the file 
structure is retained.  

Prior to zipping the CDROM files, it is recommended that you create a copy of the 
CDROM files (renaming it appropriately) and remove any of the following files (if 
applicable): 

autohtml.exe, Autorun.inf, showhtml.ini, splash.html 

 
As these files are not needed to run the CDROM online - these files are only for 
when the files are being burnt to a disk. 
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Zip the files you wish to upload. You can do this by selecting all the files you wish 
to zip, right mouse clicking on the selected files, then selecting “Send to” then 
“Compressed (zipped) folder”. A zip folder will be created. 

 
Select the “File(s)” radio button 

 
then select “Add a resource” , and a upload window will pop up. Select “Browse” 
or “Drag and Drop” (if in Firefox or Chrome) and select the CD .zip folder. 
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The window will refresh. The file is uploaded when the progress bar is green.  

 
Select “Next” (which will be on the bottom right hand side) 

 
To be able to select the individual files to link to select “Unzip the contents….” then 
“Next” 

 

Progress bar – needs to be green. Here, 
even though the files are shown at 100%, 
the files are still being loaded. 
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Deselect the “Show zip on summary” and select “index.htm” file only, then select 
“Save”. 

 
Once saved, the files will display in the contribution form. If you want to modify 
your choices, you can go back to the previous screen by selecting “Edit”. 
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Uploading Modules  

To upload CSU Interact Online Modules to DOMS, first download the modules from 
the interact site. This will download in the form of a zip. 

 
If the exported module zip file has a “+” symbol within its name, 

 
rename this zip, removing the “+”. 

 
Select the “Module Package” radio button 

 
then select “Add a resource” , and a upload window will pop up. 
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Select “browse” or “drag and drop” (if in Firefox or chrome) the files. 

 
The window will refresh. The file is uploaded when the progress bar is green. 
Select “Next”. 

 

Progress bar 
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Select “Show the IMS Package as a single attachment” radio button and select 
“Save”. 

 
Once saved, the files will display in the contribution form. If you want to modify 
your choices, you can go back to the previous screen by selecting “Edit”. 
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One or more URLs (links) 

Select the type of upload radio button “Link”. 

 
Then select “Add a resource”, and a upload window will pop up. 

Enter the URL, and then select “Add”. 

 
Change the “Display name” (if desired) and select “Save”. 
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Once saved, the files will display in the contribution form. If you want to modify 
your choices, you can go back to the previous screen by selecting “Edit”. 
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Save – publish or draft 
Once you have completed inputting data into a contribution form, you can select 
an action from the right-hand menu: 

Preview 

Cancel 

Save 

Preview 

If you select Preview, a pop up window will display the item summary preview.   

 
You can close this preview window by clicking on the “x” in the top right of the 
window. 

NOTE: If your preview has a weird looking file name, this is because the collection 
you are contributing to only creates items name once the item is saved: 

 
Cancel 

 
If you select Cancel, a pop up message will confirm you want to cancel. 

 
Click “OK” to continue to cancel OR “Cancel” to go back to the contribution form. 
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Save 

 

If you select Save, you have three options: Publish, Save draft OR Cancel.  

 
If you select Cancel, you go back to the contribution form. 

If you select Save Draft, then the item is saved as a draft. Draft allows you or others 
to work on it. It will sit in the draft queue until it is published.  

If you select Publish, the item will go live and other users (with appropriate access) 
can view the item.  

When the item is saved, a summary screen will display and confirm the item is 
saved. 
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Linking to an item in DOMS: 
Within DOMS, there is two ways to link to resources. 

To link to the actual file 

Find the item you want to link to in DOMS and click on the down arrow to the right 
of the Item Name. 

 
This will reveal the file/s under this item.  

 
Right mouse click on the file name and select Copy Link Location 

 
Paste the copied link where required.  

NOTE: Anyone with access to this link will have access to this file. 

NOTE: When the end user clicks on this link, the actual file will open. 
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To link to the item summary 

Find the item you want to in DOMS. 

 
Right mouse click on the Item Name select Copy Link Location 

 
Paste the copied link where required.  

NOTE: Anyone with access to this link will have access to this file. 

NOTE: When the end user clicks on this link, the item summary will open. The end 
user will have to click on the resource link to open the file. 

 

Item Name 
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To link to the embed code for video files: 

Find the item you want to in DOMS. 

 
Click on the Item Name to view the item summary page: 

 

Click on the Embed Code link to display the embed code: 

 

 

Item Name 

Embed Code link 
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Select and copy the embed code: 

 

Paste this code into the html view of i2 or any other appropriate html page: 

 

Once updated and saved, the video player will be available within your content: 

 

From here, you will be able to watch the video within DOMS, with all the usual 
video controls located down the bottom of the player: 
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Tips on utilising the DOMS link 

Any DOMS link is quiet long (see below) 

http://doms.csu.edu.au/csu/file/11359414-8e91-4d20-88c2-
a39ae0544ab6/1/DOMS%20Help%20June%202014.pdf 

It may be better to ‘hide’ the link behind relevant text. 

To do this, type the required text, highlight the text. 

 
Right mouse click on the highlighted text and select ‘Hyperlink’ 

 
Paste the DOMS link into the address box and select OK. 

 

http://doms.csu.edu.au/csu/file/11359414-8e91-4d20-88c2-a39ae0544ab6/1/DOMS%20Help%20June%202014.pdf
http://doms.csu.edu.au/csu/file/11359414-8e91-4d20-88c2-a39ae0544ab6/1/DOMS%20Help%20June%202014.pdf
http://doms.csu.edu.au/csu/file/11359414-8e91-4d20-88c2-a39ae0544ab6/1/DOMS%20Help%20June%202014.pdf
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Version Control and Persistent Links: 
There are a couple of options when it comes to version control and/or creating 
persistent links to resources within DOMS. 

Creating a persistent link to the actual file 

NOTE: to use this method, the replacement file name/s should remain the same as 
the actual file currently in DOMS.  

If you have created a DOMS link to the actual file and you want to keep this link 
active but you need to update this file: 

Find the item you want to in DOMS and click on the Item Name 

 
Select ‘Edit this version’ from the right hand Action menu 

 
The Editing form will open. Select ‘Replace’ to the right of the file name under ‘File 
Upload(s)’ 
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The file upload window will open. Browse or drag and drop the new/updated file, 
select save.  

 
You can then update any of the other values with the form as necessary.  

 

etc 
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Then save the item within DOMS 

  
Any URL(link) that has previously been created to this actual file in DOMS will 
remain active and will now link to the new/updated file. 

NOTE: If you want to be able to change the actual file/name, when linking, you can 
choose to link to the Item Summary but with this method, you cannot change any 
of the values on the form – you can only update the actual attached file. 

Creating a new version 

NOTE: Due to space limitations, you shouldn’t keep new versions within DOMS and 
file names should remain the same unless you really need to change these. 

If you “Create a new version” from within the Actions menu you will create a new 
URL for the resource, the old resource is archived and not searchable but if you 
copy/keep the old URL and still access it via that URL. You can also see old versions 
via the right hand Details menu by selecting “(show all)” 
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Designing a new collection CSU DOMS 
What you need to think about when starting a new collection 

Contribution Page Set-up 

Topics 

Keywords 

Naming conventions 

Permissions 

Uploading resources to the new collection 

 
Remember to get appropriate approval before setting up a collection. When 
setting up a collection in the DOMS it is essential to have a full understanding of 
the collection end usage. This will provide a greater insight into what type of 
contribution fields will be required by the new collection. It is essential that the 
end users discuss the needs and usage in detail before the collection is set up. A 
brainstorming session will be of great benefit to decide on the things to be 
included in the contribution screen fields and the naming conventions to be used 
by the group.  

 

New Collection - Contribution Page Set-up 

Every contribution screen is unique to a specific collection. It reflects the needs of 
what information an item requires in order to be ‘found’ easily again. A good 
contribution screen ensures consistency across the items to be stored and provide 
good data from which you can search for items. If there is not enough information 
captured on the contribution page about an item it may be difficult to find that 
item when searching, however, the more information that needs to be entered the 
longer it will take to fill in the form for an item. When establishing a new 
collection, you will need to fill in an “initial information” form. If you fill this in with 
the new collections key information and submit it, the DSL Systems team will be 
able to guide you in what contribution fields you require.  

http://doms.csu.edu.au/csu/file/a0a8c8c9-70d6-49d3-a938-c84862a8435d/1/DOMS%20Initial%20Form_distributed.pdf
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New Collection -Topics 

Topics help define what groups you would like your items to be stored in. Topics 
will form the logical groupings or ‘folders’ that can sit at the top of your collection, 
making finding an item within your collection easier. It is recommended that your 
topic list should be no longer than 15 topics. 

New Collection - Keyword Set-up 

Keywords are essential for searching. A structured list of keywords will help the 
collection to be readily searchable and allow for richer use. When establishing a 
new collection, you can download the keywords spreadsheet. Here you can decide 
on the keywords to be used in the new collection. This document can be shared so 
that many end users have an opportunity to input into what keywords will used - it 
is good to survey the end users to create a comprehensive list of keywords for your 
collection. 

New Collection - Naming Conventions of the actual item 

Each collection should have conventions on naming that are specific to the 
collection and/or the discipline. 

Some suggestions of naming conventions 

• Using numerals as an identifier for example 
- 01 (Faculty of Arts) 
- 02 (School of Policing) 
- 03 (Bachelor of Policing) 
- 04 (JST345) 
- Name of object 
(NOTE: this could get messy with the amount of numbering) 

• Separating collections into sub-collections to narrow the search field. 
- Curriculum documents 
- Professional development documents 
- Teaching and learning resources 
- General material 

• Allow the end user to name the item – free text. 

 

http://doms.csu.edu.au/csu/file/8f9674b4-2951-456f-8d1f-b75ab9a90487/1/DOMS%20Keywords_New%20Collection%20Template.xls
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• Sequence to identify the object 
- Name 
-Description (brief) 
- Topic area 
- Trimester 
- Session 
- Subject code 
- Module  
- Lesson 
- Author 
- Date 

New Collection - Permissions 

Each collection has a collection coordinator and a collection administrator that 
govern the overall needs of the collection (when needed and as appropriate). 
These roles ensure that the collection is utlised correctly within the given purpose 
of which the collection was created.  

The Collection Coordinator is responsible for the overall coordination of the 
collection, which includes to:  

• determine who has access to the collection; 
• determine contributions to the collection  
• report serious breaches of: 

• Copyright to the copyright coordinator. 
• the privacy statement or code of conduct to DIT. 

The Collection Administrator is responsible for the day-to-day administration of the 
collection: 

• Adding and removing members (as appropriate); 
• Monitoring contributions to the collection; 
• Removal of inappropriate or offensive material (when directed by the 

Collection Coordinator); 
• Identifying ageing resources and instituting archival practices. 
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Every collection has certain permissions available for the following actions. Other 
permissions exist but the following are the minimum set of permissions that need 
to be determined: 

Permission What it does Who normally receives it 

Create Item Allows the user to contribute 
an item to the collection 

All end users of the given 
collection 

Edit Item Allows the editing of live 
items. 

The owner (creator of the 
item) or the Collection 
Coordinator and 
Administrator 

Search Collection Allows searching of a 
collection 

All end users of the given 
collection 

Discover Item Allows results to be shown 
when collection is searched 

All end users of the given 
collection 

View item Allows those with a link to 
view an item 

All end users of the given 
collection or anyone to 
whom a link  is provided such 
as a link in Interact  

Delete Item Deletes an item Collection Coordinator and 
Collection Administrator 

New Collection - Uploading resources to the new collection 

The DSL Systems team can offer a bulk upload for 50 or more items – otherwise a 
manual upload is recommended. 
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